Articles & Databases

Databases are discreet, managed, electronic collections. Some are format collections (journals or books) and some are subject-specific. Journal articles can be found here.

Academic Journals
Academic Search Complete
ProQuest Research Library
A – Z Journals

The library’s biggest journal database.
The other large periodical database.
Search for a journal by title.

Books
OneSearch
EBSCO eBook Collection

WCC Library catalog of books...and more.
Large collection of academic eBooks.

General Reference
Credo Reference
Britannica Academic
Biography Reference Center

Encyclopedias, dictionaries, atlases.
Comprehensive information by experts.
Comprehensive collection of biographies.

Browse by topic
Opposing Viewpoints
Points of View Reference Center
SIRS Discoverer

Pro/Con articles, statistics, periodicals.
Research multiple sides of current issues.
An interdisciplinary topical research tool.

News & Current Events
New York Times
U. S. Newsstream
Chronicle of Higher Education

Read anywhere; create an account.
Newspapers and news sites.
News for college staff and students.
This is a partial list of the databases that WCC Library subscribes to.
When in doubt about which database to search, ask a librarian.